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RAANAN REIN (coord.): Más allá del Medio Oriente. Las diásporas judía y
árabe en América Latina. Granada: Editorial Universidad de Granada, 2012.
Más allá del Medio Oriente. Las diásporas judía y árabe en América Latina
3+0!$#),"0%+"%)$#+,-!)$')?"0>"I!-')"G1#+'&!)",0&'#-'#,"')"J;'&;"1!'),-+#!1"
,-%$9"&0)-')%#,"-0"3#"1!++#$"39"-;#",&!)-"!--#)-'0)"/!'$"-0"#-;)'&'-9"!,"!",'?)'2&!)-"!)! 9-'&! "&!-#?0+9"39"!",%3,-!)-'! ")%13#+"0>",&;0 !+,"0>"-;#"+#?'0)<"
The volume equally expands the work of intellectuals such as Rodrigo Cánovas,
Christina Civantos, Ottmar Ette and Friederike Pannewick, Erin Graff Zivin, Ignacio Klich, Ignacio López-Calvo, Jeffrey Lesser, Daniel Masterson and Sayaka
Funada-Classen, Brinda J. Mehta and Ranaan Rein. Their research, to varying
degrees, examines the experiences of non-Catholic (or of those perceived as
such) Latin American ethnic communities of Middle Eastern, Asian and Eastern
European descent that are integral to a more sophisticated awareness and appreciation of the histories and cultures of Latin American nations. The volume,
J+'--#)"')":/!)',;6"')& %$#,"!">0+#J0+$"39"-;#"#$'-0+,"K!+5!"L0,H"A!)0"8H+#@"
!)$"M#!-+'@"K0 ')!"N%#$!"!)$"!)"')-+0$%&-'0)"39"-;#"&00+$')!-0+"0>"-;#"/+0O#&-6"
Raanan Rein, who insightfully depicts not only the growing importance of Latin
G1#+'&!"')"-;#"/0 '-'&! "!>>!'+,"0>"-;#"K'$$ #"=!,-"!)$"*'&#"*#+,!"3%-"! ,0"-;#"
active role that Latin American diasporas play in the formation of local political
and cultural landscapes.
P;#" &01/' !-'0)" >%+-;#+" &01/+',#," QR" #,,!9,6" !+?# 9" 3!,#$" 0)" /+'1!+9"
,0%+&#,6"39" #!$')?",&;0 !+,"J;0,#"J0+S"&01/ '&!-#,"-;#"'$#0 0?9"0>"mestizaje
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as they reveal longstanding Latin American cultural traditions that, due to its
3'!,"-0J!+$"J#,-#+)"=%+0/#!)"BJ;'-#)#,,C6"-;#"$',&0%+,#"0>"E%')-#,,#)-'! "!)$"
autochthonous Latinamericanism has historically tended to disavow. Unfortunately, due to the limitations of space, I can only engage in greater detail with
-;#" &0)-+'3%-'0)," +# !-#$" -0" 19" 2# $," 0>" +#,#!+&;<" 70J#*#+6" -;#" '1/+#,,'*#"
,&0/#"0>"-;#"&0)-+'3%-0+,T"+#,#!+&;"')& %$#,U"-;#";',-0+'&! "')V%#)&#"0>"W'3+!)"
X!; ' "W'3+!)"!)$"-;#"Al-Mahjar" '-#+!-%+#"0)"-;#"&0),-+%&-'0)"0>"G+!3"I#3!nese identities in 20th-century Mexico; the shifting representation of Palestine
3#-J##)"QYRZ[QY\]"')"-;#"mahjar"K#F'&!)"/+#,,"!,"!"&0),#E%#)&#"0>"-;#"G+!3"
N#*0 -" ')" 8! #,-')#" 3#-J##)" QYR][QYRY" ')" -;#" K!,;+#E" +#?'0)^" &01/!+!-'*#"
J0+S"!)! 9@')?"-;#",0&'! '@!-'0)"!)$"')-#?+!-'0)",-+!-#?'#,"0>"2+,-"?#)#+!-'0)"
L#J',;":9+'!),"!)$"A;+',-'!)"I#3!)#,#"$%+')?"-;#"2+,-"$#&!$#,"0>"-;#"_`th cen-%+9"')"K#F'&0^"+#,#!+&;"0)"-;#"/0#-+9"0>"+#,',-!)&#"39"-;#",#&0)$"?#)#+!-'0)"
Palestinian-Chilean poet Mahfud Massís (1916-1990); the examination of the
interplay of sport and ethnic identity in Latin America through the fascinating
cases of the Chilean soccer team Club Deportivo Palestino and the Jewish
Club Atlético Atlanta" >+01" -;#" )#'?;30+;00$" a' !" A+#,/0" ')" M%#)0,"G'+#,^"
analyses of representations of Israel and Palestine in contemporary Argentine
and Chilean telenovelas^"')*#,-'?!-'0)"0)"!%-0[&0),-+%&-'0)"0>"L#J',;"!)$"G+!3"
identities during the years of Argentine dictatorship, 1976-1983, and the Men#1',-"/#+'0$"')"-;#"&!,#,"0>"L!&030"P'1#+1!)""!)$"L0,H":'$#+1!)6"+#,/#&-'*# 9^"
research that traces the history of radicalized young Jewish Argentines of Syrian
$#,&#)-"$%+')?"-;#"/0 '-'&'@#$"]`,"!)$"Z`,"-;!-"/+03 #1!-'@#,"b+'#)-! ',-"'$#!,"
!30%-"-;#"?#)#+! '@#$"0+-;0$0F"+# '?'0%,"!//+0!&;"0>"-;#"&011%)'-9"30-;"39"
=%+0&#)-+'&"!&!$#1'&"$',&0%+,#,"!30%-"L#J,">+01"-;#"G+!3"J0+ $"!,"J# "!,"
!%-0[+#/+#,#)-!-'0),"0>"!>2 '!-#$"1#13#+,"0>"-;#"&011%)'-9" ')S#$"-0"&#)-+! '@#$"'),-'-%-'0),"')"-;#'+"$#,'+#"-0"+#!>2+1"-;#'+"+# '?'0%,"'$#)-'-9^"-;#"!)! 9,',"
0>"$0&%1#)-,"+#&#)- 9"0/#)#$"-0"-;#"/%3 '&"$',& 0,')?"-;#"M+!@' '!)",%//0+-"0>"
the UN Resolution 3379 adopted in 1975 as an effect of pragmatic realpolitik,
!)$")0-")#&#,,!+' 9"!)-'[:#1'-',16"39"!")!-'0)",##S')?"-0"$#2)#"'-,"+0 #"!,"!"
+!&'! "$#10&+!&9"!)$"? 03! "#&0)01'&"/0J#+"')$#/#)$#)-">+01"-;#"c:G^"!)"
#F&%+,'0)"')-0"-;+##"300S,"0>"-;#"&# #3+!-#$"d-! '!)"J+'-#+"=$10)$0"$#"G1'&',"
/%3 ',;#$"')"-;#" !,-"$#&!$#,"0>"-;#"QYth century to scrutinize his Eurocentric
'1!?#,"0>"B-;')?,"G+!3C"')":/!')6"B-;#"G+!3,C"')"K0+0&&0"!,"J# "!,"B-;')?,"
American” in the US and Argentina; and a report on the little known history of
the Sephardic Moroccan communities from Tangier and Tetouan that arrived in
the Brazilian and Peruvian Amazon region in the 1850s and their progressive
assimilation in a context devoid of manifest anti-Semitism.
The excellence of Más allá del Medio Oriente"',"%)$#+,&0+#$"39"-;#"')& %sion of essays such as “Medio Oriente en América Latina Contemporánea”
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39"K!+'0":@)!O$#+"!)$"BI!"$'/ 01!&'!"&% -%+! "#)" !"/+09#&&'()"#F-#+'0+"$#"
K!++%#&0,";!&'!"I!-')0!1H+'&!C"39"L%!)"L0,H"a!?)'<"M0-;"&0)-+'3%-'0),")0-"
0) 9"$0&%1#)-"-;#"%)E%#,-'0)!3 #";',-0+'&! "/+#,#)&#"0>"A;+',-'!)"!)$"K%, '1"
G+!3,"')"I!-')"G1#+'&!)")!-'0),"3%-",'1% -!)#0%, 9"+#*#! "-;#'+"+# #*!)&#"-0"-;#"
contemporary political, economic, and cultural life of the region in unexpected
J!9,<":-+#-&;')?"-;#"-;#1!-'&"30%)$!+'#,"0>"-;#"300S6"J;' #"!,,#+-')?"-;!-"-;#"
G+!3[L#J',;"&0)V'&-";!," 0)?"10*#$"3#90)$"-;#"K'$$ #"=!,-"!)$"+#!&;#$"I!-')"
G1#+'&!6":@)!O$#+T,"-;0%?;-[/+0*0S')?"#,,!9"! ,0"#)?!?#,"J'-;"-;#"#F/!),'0)"
0>"-;#"d,+!# '[8! #,-')'!)"&0)V'&-"-0"K%, '1"&0%)-+'#,",%&;"!,"d+!)"!)$"!--#1/-,"
to explore points of convergence that may link current radical elements in the
Middle East and Latin America. After sketching the shifting perception of Is+!# "!)$"-;#"G+!3"J0+ $"')"I!-')"G1#+'&!6":@)!O$#+"# !30+!-#,"0)"-;#"-#)%0%,"
;',-0+'&! "&0))#&-'0),"3#-J##)"d+!)"!)$"-;#"+#?'0)"-0"/+0/0,#"-;!-"')"-;#"&0)-#F-"
0>"!"? 03! '@#$"J0+ $"%)$#+"-;#"$01')!)&#"0>")#0 '3#+! "1!+S#-"*! %#,6"&%++#)-"
! '!)&#,"3#-J##)"d+!)"!)$",01#"I!-')"G1#+'&!)"&0%)-+'#,"&!)"3#"%)$#+,-00$"
')"/!+-"0)"-;#"3!,',"0>",;!+#$"!)$",-+0)?"!)-'['1/#+'! ',-6"!)-'[? 03! '@!-'0)"!)$"
!)-'[G1#+'&!)",#)-'1#)-,<"e')! 96"J;' #":@)!O$#+T,"#,,!9"0%- ')#,"&01/ #F"$'!,[
/0+'&"30)$,"!)$"/0-#)-'! 9"&;! #)?')?">%-%+#"')-#+!&-'0),"3#-J##)"-;#"K'$$ #"
=!,-"!)$"I!-')"G1#+'&!6"L%!)"L0,H"a!?)'T,"#,,!9"0)"&0)-#1/0+!+9"K0+0&&!)"
and Saharawi cultural diplomacy toward Latin America closes the volume on a
more hopeful, if not more provocative note.
Vagni explores how, as a result of the Algerian intervention in defense of the
Saharawi cause in the 1980s, the Moroccan isolation from the African Union
')"QYfg6"-;#")!-'0)T,"&0)-')%#$"%),-!3 #"/0 '-'&! "+# !-'0),"J'-;')"-;#"K!?;+#3"
region and the conditioned links to Europe, the Kingdom of Morocco seeks
to improve its image and prestige overseas and to integrate itself internation! 9" 39" 1!S')?" /+0$%&-'*#" !)$" /+!?1!-'&" %,#" 0>" B= " $',&%+,0" $#" !" ;#+#)&'!"
hispano-andalusí y la migración judeomarroquí.” By appropriating the heritage
of convivencia"')"G [G)$! %,6"-;#"G+!3"&% -%+! "&0)-+'3%-'0),"-0"I!-')"G1#+'&!)"
nations via Spain and Portugal and the Jewish Moroccan diasporas in Latin
G1#+'&!6"!,"a!?)'"+#/0+-,6"K0+0&&0"!--#1/-,"-0"#,-!3 ',;"&0110)! '-'#,"!)$"
has successfully generated transatlantic cooperation through numerous projects
,%&;"!,"-;#"Bd)'&'!-'*!"$# "G- 4)-'&0":%+C"0+"3' !-#+! "!?+##1#)-,"J'-;"$'*#+,#"
Latin American countries. Saharawi diplomats, Vagni shows, have also applied
-;#",-+!-#?9"0>"!",;!+#$"&% -%+! ";#+'-!?#"!+?%')?"-;!-"-;#9"-00"3# 0)?"-0"-;#"
d3#+0!1#+'&!)">!1' 9"3#&!%,#6" 'S#"I!-')"G1#+'&!6"-;#"-#++'-0+9"0>"-;#":!;!+!J'"G+!3"h#10&+!-'&"N#/%3 '&"J!,"! ,0"!":/!)',;"&0 0)9">+01"Qffg"-0"QYZ]"
and that Spanish is one of their languages. Though to different degrees, Vagni
# %&'$!-#,6"30-;"K0+0&&0"!)$"-;#":GhN";!*#"3#&01#"'1/0+-!)-"')-#+ 0&%-0+,"
')"d3#+0!1#+'&!)"')-#+)!-'0)! ">0+%1,<"P;#"X')?$01";!,"3#?%)"/!+-'&'/!-')?"
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in multiple cultural and educational initiatives promoting cultural pluralism,
')-#+&% -%+! "!)$"')-#++# '?'0%,"%)$#+,-!)$')?"3#-J##)"-;#"G+!3"J0+ $"!)$"I!-')"
G1#+'&!<"70J#*#+6"-;',"+#,/0),'3' '-9",;0% $")0-"3#"#F& %,'*# 9"$# #?!-#$"-0"
Morocco, as Vagni correctly acknowledges. Latin American nations and their
&0),-'-%-'*#"#-;)'&"&011%)'-'#,"!+#"! ,0"+#,/0),'3 #">0+"-;#"/+#,#+*!-'0)"!)$"
transmission of these legacies that testify to their cultural heterogeneity. Fittingly
& 0,')?"-;#"*0 %1#6"-;#"10*#"3#90)$"1#+#"+;#-0+'&"-;!-"L%!)"L0,H"a!?)'"+#*#! ,"
')"-;#"+# !-'0),"3#-J##)"K0+0&&0"!)$"I!-')"G1#+'&!"0/#),"!)"#-;'&! ",/!&#"-;!-"
&;! #)?#,"%,"-0"J0+S"-0J!+$",;!+#$">%-%+#,"3!,#$"0)"1%-%! "+#&0?)'-'0)"!)$"
respect. Más allá del Medio Oriente. Las diasporas judía y árabe en América
Latina" '," !)" ')*! %!3 #" &0)-+'3%-'0)" -;!-" $#,#+*#," -0" 3#" +#E%'+#$" +#!$')?" >0+"
,&;0 !+,"')"-;#"2# $,"0>"I!-')"G1#+'&!)6"d)-#+[G1#+'&!)6"G+!36"L#J',;6"P+!),[
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